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Pro-life Events Around Ohio
We want to keep you informed!
Find out what you need to know about prolife activities in your area.
Click Here to see what’s happening and where to find it!
FIND EVENTS HERE!
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Pro-abortion Hamilton County
Judge Blocks the Heartbeat
Law
Activist Judge blocks will of the people-again!
Dayton, Ohio - On Wednesday, Hamilton County Judge Christian Jenkins, a
Democrat, issued a temporary stay on Ohio's Heartbeat law for 14 days. The
Wednesday decision restores access to the procedure for up to 20 weeks and
stalls the closure of Women’s Med Center in Dayton for the time being.
Judge Jenkins ruled that Ohio's Constitution might protect Ohioans' right to an
abortion. He stated "No great stretch is required to find that Ohio law
recognizes a fundamental right to privacy, procreation, bodily integrity and
freedom of choice in health care decision making."
President -Elect Gary Taphorn points out, "The pattern of legal complaints and

appeals by Ohio’s abortion industry has recently become quite obvious – when
in doubt, go to Hamilton County. This marks the fourth time in the last two
years that Planned Parenthood, Martin Haskell, and the rest of the abortion
cabal has sought relief – and obtained it -- from a Common Pleas Court Judge
in Hamilton County. Previously, Judge Allison Hatheway has blocked
implementation of Ohio’s Fetal Remains Act (SB 27), the Telemed Abortion
Act (SB 260), and the Born Alive Act (SB 157). Now Hatheway is joined by
fellow Democrat Judge Christian Jenkins, who won his seat in 2020 with just
50.85% of the vote. And the fact that Martin Haskell’s former attorney, Jennifer
Branch, now also occupies a seat on the same bench should not be lost on
pro-lifers.” Martin Haskell is the current operator of Women's Med Center in
Dayton.
"Ohioans need to understand that activist judges like this and the pro-abortion
business will never stop trying to override the strong pro-life commitment of the
people of Ohio. The Heartbeat law was pushed forward and put in place by the
will of our fellow citizens. Ohio is pro-life and this law was supported by the
people. Women do not need abortion in Ohio. We have abundant resources for
mothers and their children to thrive." says Margie Christie, President, RTLACO.

Read Decision HERE!
To view RTLACO's endorsed judges, click here.
The Right to Life Action Coalition of Ohio (RTLACO) is an association of county,
local and metropolitan pro-life organizations. Visit our website: Right to Life Action
Coalition of Ohio
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Make Democrats Defend Their
Abortion Extremism.
Sen. Lindsey Graham has introduced the
“Protecting Pain-Capable Unborn Children from
Late-Term Abortions Act” which would limit
abortions past 15 weeks of pregnancy. The bill includes exceptions for rape
and incest, offers protections for the woman’s life, and prohibits the
prosecution of those seeking abortions. By any objective historical standard,
it’s a moderate bill. And yes, it’s also just a political stunt meant to highlight
the Democrats’ intractable position on the issue. Good.
Forget 15-week restrictions, Democrats have opposed 20-week heartbeat bills
in the Senate on three occasions. The left doesn’t support a single restriction
on terminating a pregnancy—not at the detection of a heartbeat, not at viability,
and sometimes, not even after birth.
There are likely around 10,000 viable or nearly viable unborn aborted every
year and probably around 50,000 after 15 weeks. And those abortions are not
predominately about health. As the pro-abortion Guttmacher Institute once
found (it avoids the topic nowadays), a majority of women who seek these
abortions “do not do so for reasons of fetal anomaly or life endangerment.

Not that the American left has shown any inclination to limit or even discourage
the termination of the viable unborn for convenience’s sake. The modern left
isn’t pro-choice anymore. It’s pro-abortion. Make them own it.

The Federalist Article HERE!
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Women are pressured into
abortions so universities can
study harvested organs: pro-life
attorney.
Some women torn between aborting and choosing life are specifically
pressured to get an abortion for these research purposes. Pro-life attorney
Mike Seibel claims one of his clients was locked in a room for four hours in an
effort to pressure her into an abortion.
“These universities have a set timeline to do this [National Institutes of Health]
research, so they need parts in mass and in volume so that they can get these
parts as quick as possible,” he says.
Siebel discussed this on an episode of The Van Maren Show, where he
exposes the brutal reality of organ harvesting in abortion facilities.
Listen to the Van Maren Show episode and read full article by clicking link
below!

LifeSite News Read & The Van Maren Show Episode HERE!
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Abortion pill startup plans to give
women pills to ‘stockpile’ before
they’re pregnant.
Choix (pronounced “choice”) recently received $1
million from venture capitalists, and is preparing to launch its business. For
$289, Choix will connect women with an abortionist after filling out an online
questionnaire, and will then mail them the abortion pills. Currently, Choix is
able to operate in California, Colorado, Illinois, Maine and New Mexico — and it
doesn’t want women to wait until they’re pregnant to get the pills.
All that is needed to get the abortion pills is to fill out a five-question form, and
then the pills are sent within a matter of days. Women are asked to return for a
telehealth appointment if they get pregnant later, but there is no mandate for
them to do so.

One study found that the abortion pill is four times more dangerous than first
trimester surgical abortion; mild side effects include cramping, nausea,
diarrhea, and abdominal pain, while more serious complications include uterine
hemorrhaging, viral infections, sepsis, vaginitis, and even death.*
Co-founder and CEO Cindy Adam told CBS Money Watch, “Advance
provision is the same medication, it’s just providing the pills in case a patient
needs them in the future and decides to use them,” Adam said, explaining that
it “helps alleviate the stress and barriers that come with accessing a highly
stigmatized and politicized form of care — even in states where abortion is
legal — by putting the power to decide back into the hands of that person
seeking care.”
These online abortion businesses have no way of verifying that the person
requesting the pills is the woman intending to take them — or is a woman at
all. Men have been known to order abortion pills online and
then force pregnant partners into unknown, unwanted abortions. And with a
business model like Choix, it’ll be even easier for men to have supplies of
abortion pills readily available, to give to any unsuspecting woman they
choose.
Every time someone wants to order abortion pills, Choix receives hundreds of
dollars. By convincing women they need to stockpile them, Choix profits
financially, and avoids any of the horrific consequences that may follow.

Article by LiveAction HERE!
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Planned Parenthood 2020-2021
Annual Report
Planned Parenthood: the #3 cause of death in America in
2020 (and deadlier than COVID)
From our Friends at Right to Life of Michigan:
Several days ago, Planned Parenthood released its 2020-2021 Annual
Report. In the past, it was necessary to have a long, detailed post explaining
how their own numbers showed their true commitment to abortion over
everything else—despite their public relations image, aided and abetted by a
largely compliant media.
2020 was yet another year proving how Planned Parenthood is increasing their
commitment to abortion, even in the midst of a global pandemic. In fact,
Planned Parenthood killed more human beings in America than COVID did.
Despite drastic declines in other services, their abortions once again increased
from 354,871 in 2019 to 383,460 in 2020.

Declining Services
These numbers aren’t just a one-time issue because of pandemic lockdowns;
Planned Parenthood’s commitment to everything other than abortion has been
declining since 2009 and the Obama Administration.
From 2019 to 2020 services:
10.4 million services down to 8.7 million services: Planned Parenthood
inflates this number by double or even triple counting appointments
2.4 million overall clients down to 2.16
270,000 breast exams down to 174,000
1.8 million contraceptive clients down to 1.5 million
5.4 million STI tests down to 4.4 million
Making Bank Off Declining Services
What sort of business or nonprofit makes more money in government grants
and increases their profits while providing fewer and fewer services every
year? Why, Planned Parenthood of course.
Look at some of these ridiculous financial statistics, from 2019 to 2020:
Assets up from $2.34 billion to $2.54 billion
Gross revenue up from $1.64 billion to $1.71 billion
Tax funding up from $618 million to $633 million
Profits from $69.7 million to $133.7 million
Planned Parenthood lost 240,000 clients in 2020, but increased their profits by
$64 million!
The Abortion Racket
It shouldn’t need to be pointed out, but something is gravely wrong in a “nonprofit” that keeps losing massive numbers of clients while dramatically
increasing their profits on the backs of taxpayers.
In the last 10 years, this “reproductive health” organization has lost 840,000
clients and decreased contraceptives by 30%, while increasing revenues 40%,
increasing tax funding 18%, and increasing abortions 17%.
You are being scammed by a political organization that is deadlier than COVID
and every other villain held up in national narratives as a concern requiring
immediate action and sustained focus.
While the end of Roe v. Wade will no doubt have some impact on Planned
Parenthood’s mission, this billion-dollar corporation of death will remain a top10 cause of death in America into the near future. This killing must end.

Right To Life of Michigan Article HERE

HIGH 5 FOR LIFE
To celebrate RTLACO's 5th Anniversary, we invite you to join
our RAFFLE. Click HERE for the details, rules and how to
join!

Raffle
Info!







